Dear Neighbour,

Have you heard of hedgehog highways? They’re small gaps in or under garden fences to allow hedgehogs to move around. Hedgehogs can thrive in gardens and these 13cm x 13cm square gaps give them access.

This summer, there’s a competition to find Britain’s Biggest Hedgehog Street – the most gardens connected by hedgehog highways in one street. This has been set up by Hedgehog Street, a joint campaign by The British Hedgehog Preservation Society and People’s Trust for Endangered Species.

Can you help?

I’ve made a highway and if we all do the same along our street, we’ll be in with a chance of being the biggest Hedgehog Street in Britain!

1) Create a 13cm x 13cm square gap either through your fence using a saw, or by digging a channel underneath.

2) Register your hedgehog highway here

3) We can submit our street entry and find more info and tips here

Thank you for helping hedgehogs!

Best wishes,

www.hedgehogstreet.org/biggest-hedgehog-street